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Introduction 

What’s in This Report? 
This year, the Technology and Gaps in Underground Safety report has a few changes. While last year we 

received many contributions through our web form, in 2019 we proactively reached out to several drivers 

and users of technology to provide insight through ground-breaking field case studies. We maintain a list 

of gaps in damage prevention that we feel technology may one day fill and a section identifying existing 

damage prevention technologies. One of the most exciting additions this year is a section focusing on 

technological advancements that may one day address specific root causes of underground damages 

identified in the CGA DIRT reports. The committee feels that this may be key to our industry’s 

effectiveness in reducing damages.  

Technology Opportunities aka Gaps in Damage Prevention 
This section lists gaps that the Technology Committee has identified from various meetings within the 

industry. It illustrates opportunities for technology development—a wish list of technology innovations to 

improve damage prevention. 

 

Locating 
• Locating nonmetallic lines 

• Locating and tracking abandoned 

facilities 

• Mitigating signal bleed over to non-

target lines while using locating 

instruments 

• Obtaining reliable depth measurements 

(Z) from locators; depth of cover over 

assets 

• Ensuring that new buried assets are 

locatable 

• Developing locator personnel 

qualification tools 

• Developing locate audit tools 

• Higher powered 400 Hz GPR; need FCC 

approval 

• User-friendly GPR system to deploy for 

helping construction crews avoid 

utilities 

Excavation 
• Improving excavator identification—

providing excavation companies with 

unique IDs  

• Detecting excavation encroachment on 

pipelines  

• Detecting excavation activity close to 

facilities/assets 

• Developing combined systems for 

encroachment detection (camera + fiber 

optic) 

• Linking the movements of excavators to 

utility GIS systems—creating a warning 

when close 

• Under-canopy GPS encroachment 

detection 

• Using infrared wavelengths to confirm 

equipment activity 

• Integrating imagery for proximity threat 

detection 

GIS = Geographic Information System 

GPR = Ground Penetrating Radar 

GPS = Global Positioning System 
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• Making excavators aware of utility 

location without using paint on the 

ground 

GPS/Digital Mapping/GIS 
• Mapping near misses—collecting and 

enabling use of this data 

• Mapping damage locations  

• Increased locational data sharing 

• Centralized database of mapped 

abandoned facilities 

• Creating “open” GIS systems/better 

sharing of the data 

• Mapping assets through mainline 

inspections and associating location 

with video 

• Providing better GPS signal strength in 

urban canyons and under tree cover 

• Providing software analysis for quality 

feedback about GPS coordinate 

collection 

• Developing standards for GPS data 

quality 

Predictive Analytics/Risk Assessment 
• Continued analysis of root causes of 

damages 

• Using predictive modeling from the data 

that is already available 

• Combining leading indicator tracking 

with patrolling and surveys; examples 

include 

o Plans for construction 

o Social activities 

o Traffic patterns 

• Developing risk-based standards for 

data collection and sharing with 

construction companies 

Mobile Device/Mobile Data Collection 
• Developing better ways to verify data 

and ensure data integrity 

• Developing augmented reality to 

visualize underground utility lines 

through a mobile phone or tablet 

• Developing an in-field asset mapping 

system to map all fire hydrants, gas 

valves, meters, etc.   

Ticket Management and Processing 
• Uniform handling of tickets 

• Data validation 

• Standard mark-up language for tickets 

and damages 

• Enhanced positive response—early 

coordination with utilities before 

excavation 

• Facility owner identification—uniquely 

identify facility owners and their contact 

information 

Education/Training  
• Trenchless, best practices 

dissemination—mobile apps? 

• Vacuum excavation best practices 

dissemination—mobile apps? 

• Sharing data about the pipeline 

location—who has access and how is 

that visualized/displayed? 

• Training about how to dig with a 

shovel—videos/apps? 

Other 
• Internet of Things (IoT) for intelligent 

shutoff, remote monitoring, and 

damage detection 

• Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(SLAM) 

• Miniaturization and improvement of 

facility monitoring cameras 

• Cross-bore prevention and identification  

• Integration of multiple sensors for 

facility inspection, protection, and 

monitoring (lidar [light detection and 

ranging], imagery, radar, etc.); data 

fusion 
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• Use of drones for collecting data and 

obtaining imagery 

 

Previous Gaps That Are Now Being Addressed
• Cost reduction and plug-and-play of 

encroachment detection 

• Developing trenchless excavation  

o Less expensive test hole 

technology 

o Use of sensors on drill heads to 

detect potential conflicts 

o Use of post-bore pull-back 

cameras 

• Using electronic white-lining 

technologies 

• Connecting construction training 

programs to existing laws—mobile 

apps? 

• Accurate mapping of underground 

facilities 

o High-accuracy mapping of 

assets—less than 1 meter 

o Collection of Z data and depth 

of cover over assets 

• Making GPS mapping technology more 

user-friendly 

• Integrating GPS mapping and GIS in real 

time and workflow 

• Using routine maintenance 

opportunities to record asset positions 

 

Summary of Current Industry Technologies 
This section provides a basic identification and categorization of current technology in use—it is a 

snapshot of damage prevention technology for 2018. For questions about a current technology in use or 

to suggest additions to this catalog, please contact the Technology Committee.  

 

One Call  
• Predictive analytic/risk assessment tools 

• One call and excavator coordination 

software 

• Enhanced positive response 

• Ticket management and processing 

o Software 

o Web-based 

o Field-based 

Locating Technologies  
• Electromagnetic 

o Signal distortion detection 

▪ Evaluates measured 

depth accuracy 

▪ Indicates x/y accuracy 

o Ambient interface 

management—mitigates 

ambient noise issues 

o High-dynamic range—removes 

need for gain control  

• Magnetic 

• Acoustic 

• Ground penetrating radar (GPR) 

o Multi-frequency 

o Hand cart  

RFID = Radio Frequency Identification 

RTK = Real Time Kinematic 

GIS = Geographic Information System 

GPS = Global Positioning System 

Lidar = Light Detection and Ranging 

UAV = Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

https://commongroundalliance.com/about-us/commitees/technology
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o Mobile vehicles 

o 3D radar tomography 

• RFID markers 

• Enhanced passive EM locating 

• Inherently locatable plastic pipe—RFID 

tags manufactured on plastic pipe  

• Automated flag-insertion devices 

GIS/GPS Technologies 
• RTK GPS—increased resolution 

• GIS/GPS 

o Big-data storage and analytics 

o Satellite imagery 

• Geofencing 

Utility Mapping 
• SUE-subsurface utility engineering 

• Surveying  

o RTK GPS 

o Total stations 

o Lidar of exposed utilities 

o Software to capture and 

manage data 

• RFID markers 

Excavation Technologies 
• Vacuum excavation—air and water 

• GPS encroachment devices on the  earth 

mover 

• Asset location and mapping 

• Ground movement—hazard detection 

and monitoring 

• Software (for mapping, workflow 

coordination) 

• Data collection (location, specific ID, 

maintenance records) 

• Slot trenching   

Mobile Devices 
• Cell phones/tablets 

• Data recorders 

• Handheld screens used for showing 

maps 

Increasing Public Awareness 

Technologies 
• Social media 

• Regional CGA apps 

• Web-based messaging  

Imaging Technologies   
• UAVs (drones with various sensors) 

• Land and aerial lidar surveys 

• Satellite imagery  

• High-resolution aerial imaging 

• Synthetic aperture radar 

• Aerial hyperspectral imaging 

• Thermal imaging 

• Sensor fusion (the Internet of Things) 

• 3D radar tomography 

• Data-logging devices with imagers and 

lasers 

Pipeline Data Acquisition Technologies   
• In-line inspections (smart pigs in the 

pipeline) 

• External checks (corrosion testers, 

locating and mapping the lines, etc.) 

• Field crew reports from handheld data-

capturing devices (loggers, lasers, cell 

phones, cameras, pads, etc.) 

• Environmental change-detection 

analysis (aerial planes or satellite 

imagery) 

• Encroachment analysis 

o Fiber-optic sensors 

o Acoustic sensors 

o Aerial, UAV, and satellites 

• Legacy data conversion to GIS 

o Paper records 

o Alignment sheets 

o Memory—human recollection 

o Excel and Access data sheets  

• Elevation and cartography data  

• GPS/GIS-based data 

• Mobile surveys for methane leak 

detection 
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Technology Related to Managing and 

Visualizing Data 
• GIS  

• Building Information Modeling (BIM) 

• Computer Aided Design (CAD) software 

• Various market-focused software 

(pipeline/city/construction project 

management)  

• Artificial intelligence and IoT 

• Augmented reality/virtual reality/3D 

visualization 

 

 

 

 

How Technology Might Help Prevent Damages 
The DIRT report gives us a look at root cause analysis for damages to our infrastructure. We have taken 

those root causes and used imagination and forethought to apply possible answers for future technology 

use. 

Root cause Technology that may help in the future 

No notification made to one call 

Electronic key for all large machinery. Ticket # must be entered 

each day to operate machines 

Swarm satellites or drones providing last-minute 

encroachment analysis on areas with critical underground 

infrastructure 

Failure to use hand tools 

Passive locating sensors on mechanized diggers 

Critical site monitoring via drone or low-cost webcams 

deployed by the locator 

Body/helmet monitoring cams worn by excavation personnel 

Facility marking or location not sufficient 

Affirmation tickets—Greenlight excavation with agreement 

from both Excavator and Operator 

GPS recording of paint placement 

AI—review against known positions before excavation allowed 

Abandoned facility 

Require all owner operators to remove or identify all 

discontinued assets 

When realized—abandoned facilities location and other 

information kept in centralized data base 

Facility was not located or marked 

Approval tickets—require photos of the time-stamped marked 

line to be deposited with one call center, which then releases 

clearance to excavate when it has the images 

No response from Locator/Utility Operator Automated positive response (with enforced usage) 
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Root cause Technology that may help in the future 

Incorrect facility records or maps 

Review and update of entire underground plant required every 

5 years 

Continuous mapping while locating 

Marks faded or not maintained 

Aerial maps showing all underground lines as back up—

deployed on field tablet or phone 

Augmented reality replacing paint marks on ground 

Failed to protect or shore facility 

Remote image auditing—field work monitored by safety 

supervisors in a central location—perhaps via low-cost 

webcams deployed by the locator and retrieved for re-use 

when the excavation is complete 

Body/helmet monitoring cams worn by excavation personnel 

One call center error 

Post one call center reviews 

Add learned issues to database and add to auto ticket review 

process to create alerts/awareness of potential problems 

Dug before valid start time 

Electronic key for all large machinery; ticket # must be entered 

each day to operate machines; ticket # has valid dates linked 

Critical site monitoring via drone or low-cost webcams 

deployed by the locator 

Dug after ticket expired 

Electronic key for all large machinery; ticket # must be entered 

each day to operate machines; ticket # has valid dates linked 

Critical site monitoring via drone or low-cost webcams 

deployed by the locator 

Dug outside stated work area 

Augmented reality produces invisible fence around work area 

Critical site monitoring via drone or low-cost webcams 

deployed by the locator 

Failure to test hole 

Augmented reality replacing paint marks on ground 

Critical site monitoring via drone or low-cost webcams 

deployed by the locator 

Tracer wire issues Require locatable check for all access to underground lines 
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Conclusion 
Technology is an important component of damage prevention. As such it needs to be identified, 

evaluated, and shared so that anyone involved in protecting underground assets has an opportunity to 

use that technology for their own regional needs. This report shares the collective knowledge about these 

technologies with the goal of furthering discussions, improvements, and better ways of using them. As an 

almanac of underground damage prevention, the CGA Technology Committee will strive to expand upon 

and improve this annual report for all involved. Education is a powerful tool for change!    

 

Technology Case Studies 
Case studies on new technology are welcomed by the Technology Committee for review and possible 

inclusion in this report. The goal of the committee is to provide information about technologies that are 

in different stages of development and that have good potential for making a positive change for damage 

prevention.   

Level of Production Guide (Red, Yellow, or Green) 

Red—technology being discussed at a level to determine if the manufacture should continue 

Yellow—manufacturer has determined to move forward but is not in full production at this time 

Green—technology is in full production and available for purchase 

For the 2018 report, the following case studies are presented: 

1. Condux International & Reduct NV: Advanced Technological Tools—Utilizing Inertial Navigation 

Technology for 3D Mapping, Locating, and Managing Underground Pipelines 

2. Badger Daylighting Corp: Hydrovac Excavation—The Safest Way to Excavate around Buried 

Utilities 

3. Berntsen International, Inc. - InfraMarker: RFID Asset Management—Seattle Sound Transit Light 

Rail Project Utilizes IoT Solution to Mark and Manage Underground Utilities 

4. Vermeer: Achieving Horizontal Directional Drilling Productivity with HDD Planning Tools 

5. Hammerhead Trenchless: Gas Line Slitting Becomes a Preferred Replacement Method to Safely, 

Efficiently, and Economically Replace Natural Gas Distribution Lines in a Coastal California Resort 

Community 
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Case Study 1: Advanced Technological Tools: Utilizing Inertial Navigation Technology for 

3D Mapping, Locating, and Managing Underground Pipelines 
 

Case Study From:  Condux International and  Reduct NV 

Contact Name(s):    Santosh Saride,   Otto Ballintijn 

Contact Email(s):   Santoshs@Condux.com  otto.ballintijn@reduct.net 

Area of Technology:  Mapping, GIS  

Level of Production:   Green 

 

 

Figure  1: Example of  buried facility congestion 

Over the last two decades, significant advances have 

been made in the quality and application of inertial 

navigation technology targeted at mapping 

underground pipe and duct assets.  

This report provides information on pipeline mapping 

technologies that are available to map a minimum 

internal diameter (ID) of 1.6-inch to bigger pipe sizes. 

The pipeline mapping system offers a range of 

solutions that can map any pipe, regardless of its 

material, depth, or type of utility. 

Reduct NV and Condux International Inc., in 

partnership, are planning to develop an advanced 

technological tool that will enable contractors to map 

live gas pipelines and be able to seamlessly load data 

to a GIS cloud database. The project is funded by 

PHMSA and GTI OTD sponsors and is expected to be 

available to contractors by October 2020. 

Background 

Location, location, location… 

That is the primary concern when it comes to 

underground infrastructure operations, maintenance, 

and rehabilitation. Most pipeline operators are 

investing heavily in state-of-the-art geographic 

information systems (GIS) to store network-related 

data, including XYZ.  

However, the quality of XYZ data populated from a  

GIS platform is often inaccurate/inadequate because 

of the following:  

1. Aging or lack of information  

mailto:Santoshs@Condux.com
mailto:otto.ballintijn@reduct.net
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2. Depth is often unknown 

3. Referenced to above-ground landmarks that are 

no longer existing 

4. The original data was non-digital 

5. A multitude of scales and coordinate systems 

used, making exchange of data very inefficient 

6. Inability to map infrastructure installed by means 

of trenchless technologies, such as river 

crossings, underneath buildings, etc. 

The risk is therefore high that costly GIS platforms 

become populated with inaccurate and low-value XYZ 

data, yet the value of a GIS platform is directly 

related to the quality of the data contained in it.  

The main problem is often that there is no accuracy 

label attached to data stored in GIS platforms, and as 

a result, the quality data is reduced to the lowest 

common denominator.  

Low-accuracy data significantly increases the risk of 

future damage. 

Introduction to Inertial Navigation Technology 

Traditionally, inertial navigation was developed for 

the airline, marine, and defense industries, but today 

it can be found in applications such as GPS systems 

and smartphones.  

Inertial navigation probes typically contain a range of 

inertial sensors such as gyroscopes, accelerometers, 

and magnetometers. The object of an inertial 

navigation probe is to frequently measure the 

angular rate of change of its core axis (i.e., changes in 

heading (azimuth), pitch (inclination), and roll. 

Distance is measured to give length to the resulting 

vector angles so that a three-dimensional profile can 

be created.  

DuctRunner Technology-based probes operate 

autonomously; there is no tethered data cable or 

surface tracing required.  As a result, pipes and ducts 

can be mapped to any depth and may cross any 

terrain. Measurement accuracy is dependent on 

several factors: 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2:  DuctRunner probe with centralizing wheels  

 

Fig. 3: DuctRunner DR-3.3 mapping system  

 

First and foremost, the quality of the probe and the 

data processing software.   

Second, the level to which the probe is aligned inside 

the pipe. The better the alignment, the more 

accurate the result. Using centralizing spacers is 

recommended to obtain optimal alignment but is not 

always operationally possible. For example, an aging 

waste water pipe tends to have many ill-fitting lateral 

connections and joints that may hinder the 

centralizers from passing smoothly. In those cases, it 

is operationally more efficient to run the probe along 

the invert of the pipe.  

A third factor affecting operational accuracy is the 

skill of the operational team. Pipeline mapping 

systems have many built-in algorithms to detect 

errors and inconsistencies, but it is up to the 

operators to follow the recommended operational 

procedures and to assess the logged data. Incorrect 

conclusions or handling may affect accuracy.  

Although operational accuracy cannot be 

guaranteed, achievable accuracies are in the order of 

1’/2000’ in the XY (horizontal plane) and 1”/4000” in 

Z (depth).  
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Fig.4: DuctRunner invert wheels with video module 

Market Positioning 

Inertial navigation-based solutions are an accurate 

and valuable addition to the array of mapping 

technologies available today. True, they can be used 

only when an empty or water-logged pipe or duct is 

available, but within that segment they are by far the 

most effective technology. 

 

Fig. 5: Comparison of mapping technologies for sub-
surface pipes and ducts 

Most non-gyroscopic mapping systems require 

personnel to trace the path of a pipeline using either 

a beacon system or ground-penetrating radar to map 

the utilities. However, none of these systems get the 

exact measurement of the pipe’s centerline.  

Moreover, beacon-based systems can measure to a 

limited depth and are highly susceptible to 

electromagnetic interference, rendering them 

virtually useless in densely piped areas or near 

railways and power lines. 

 

Operational Aspects 

Operational efficiency is a key factor for the market 

to embrace new technologies. Due to its high logging 

rate (100 Hz), DuctRunner probes can travel up to 

6 feet/second. For example, a skilled team will be 

able to complete the mapping of a 2,000-foot-long 

horizontal directional drill in just 1 hour.  

Another very important benefit of inertial navigation-

based mapping systems is that they are insensitive to 

electromagnetic interference and can therefore be 

used near power cables, train tracks, and other 

sources of electromagnetic disturbances.  

The data output is open platform-based, and the user 

can save data in xlsx, csv, AutoCAD script, or xml 

format in the desired point frequency. This means 

that measurement results can seamlessly be 

uploaded to all commonly used GIS platforms.  

Conclusion 

There are three efficient moments in a pipe’s 

lifecycle: at initial installation, during maintenance, 

and during rehabilitation. Obtaining accurate as-built 

data directly following initial installation is by far the 

easiest and thus most economical moment. The 

reasons for this are that the pipe is accessible, 

segment lengths are reasonable, and the pipe is clean 

or empty of cables. However, the reality is that 

accurate as-built requirements, particularly for 

trenchless installation (HDD, tunneling), typically lack 

specifications, so the as-built is often not more than 

the as-planned or ‘as-wished.’  

Independent as-built verification is essential for 

trenchless installations, and pipeline 

owners/operators should not accept anything less 

than the best information. Direct and consequential 

damage to a pipe segment installed by trenchless 

method is significantly more expensive to repair than 

damages to trenched pipes. 

Lastly, if, as a utility operator, you wish to have your 

GIS platform populated by high-quality data 30 years 

from now, you must start collecting high-quality data 

today.  

Take no risk, get it mapped! 

Pipelines
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Fig. 6:  Pipeline mapping system, operational process

Case 1: Verification of GIS data of existing HDD                             

A telecom operator was informed that a canal it 

crossed with an HDD was about to be dredged to 

deepen it.  To ensure that the existing HDD was 

installed deep enough, the operator requested to 

map the pipe segment between manholes A and B 

using a pipe-mapping tool. The operator knew that 

the data in the GIS platform (original installation was 

in 1998) was incorrect (yellow line) because the pipe 

entered manhole B form the south. They presumed 

the HDD had been drilled in a long curve (white 

dotted line).  After completing the mapping, it turned 

out that the true as-built (red line) was in a 

significantly different location than presumed or 

drawn. Following this measurement, the telecom 

operator decided to obtain true as-built maps of all 

HDDs that were recorded in the GIS platform as a 

straight line between the entry and the exit point. On 

the upside, the existing drilling turned out to be deep 

enough.  

 

Fig. 7: Locating a telecom duct—GIS record(yellow), contractor postulation(white), true map from duct probe (red) 
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Case 2: Assessment of pipe bundle torque

A power utility had a 3300-foot-long bundle 

consisting of six 10-inch HDPE cable conduits to be 

installed by HDD under the False Creek in Vancouver. 

Because the bundle could not be aligned with the 

pilot bore exit point in Laurel Street, it needed to be 

pulled through a series of 90° bends (yellow dotted 

line), which would cause it to twist 180°. The client 

was concerned that the torque effect might damage 

the power cables. In that case, a higher drag factor 

had to be accounted for and thus would require a 

stronger and a more expensive power cable.  

Reduct mapped four of the six pipes in one 

afternoon. The resulting profiles were projected in a 

3D viewer, which showed that the pipes remained 

almost perfectly aligned and did not torque. As a 

result, the less expensive power cable would serve 

needs. 

Fig. 8: Pipe bundle torque assessment 

Case 3: Inclination assessment of a gravity sewer

In a case of post-installation of a new gravity sewer, 

the client required verification of exact inclination of 

each segment.  

When the pipe was installed, one GPS reading was 

taken on each joint using a conventional GPS 

surveying method. However, the client wanted to 

verify that the pipe had not shifted vertically post-

backfill since a lot of heavy machinery drove over the 

pipe during that process.   

The pipeline mapping system logs at 100 Hz (100 

samples per second), and the probe was pulled 

through the pipe at about 3 feet/second, giving a 

point frequency of about 0.5 inches.  

Contrary to the conventional method, the result 

showed several locations where the pipe inclination 

was positive rather than the specified –0.5°.

Fig. 9: Duct probe information gathering on depth profile and pipeline degrees of inclination 
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Case 4: HDD steering affected by electromagnetic interference

An HDD contractor used a walk-over/beacon system 

to steer a 1700-foot-long HDD in Michigan. The 

design specified that the drilling follow the northern 

sidewalk. Figure 10 highlights (white circle) that the 

beacon signal was lost probably due to 

electromagnetic interference. But the rig master 

steered ‘blind’ until the signal was picked up again, 

which turned out to be about 7 feet away from the 

planned profile (yellow dotted line). The utility owner 

insisted on the post-installation measurement to 

avoid future damage to its infrastructure. It also 

revealed a sharp change in depth at the same spot. 

  

Figure. 10: Impact loss of HDD steering signal—preferred yellow, actual pipe location from duct probe 

 

Figure 11: Data from duct probe, highlighting depth accuracy along the pipeline 
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Case Study 2: Hydrovac Excavation—The Safest Way to Excavate around Buried Utilities 
 

Case Study From:    Badger Daylighting Corp 

Contact Name:   Tim Reiber 

Contact Email:   treiber@badgerinc.com 

Primary Author:   Thomas M. Kaczmarski, Strategic Account Manager 

Primary Author Email:  tkaczmarski@badgerinc.com  

Area of Technology:    Hydrovac Excavation, Excavation Safety, Damage Prevention 

Level of Production:   Green 

 
Description of Technology 
Beneath the soil lays a complex maze of facilities carrying petroleum products, electricity, water, 
wastewater, natural gas, and communications.  Every day, incidents occur across the country that leave 
utilities damaged, property destroyed, and lives sometimes lost.  
 
With controlled high-pressure water and vacuum utilization, the material is removed safely and 
effectively, which supplements the use of mechanical excavation. As a result, this technology allows an 
extremely safe method to remove soil around existing underground utilities and buried infrastructure 
while minimizing its potential damage. 
 
In fact, the Common Ground Alliance (CGA) has recognized the use of hydrovac equipment as an 
acceptable method of exposing buried utilities. The four key elements to ensure damage prevention 
when utilizing hydrovac equipment, as summarized in the CGA Best Practice 15: 5-32, are as follows:  
 

1. The equipment has been specifically designed and built for this purpose  
2. The equipment is operated by a worker trained and experienced in its operation  
3. The equipment is operated in accordance with practices that provide appropriate levels of worker 

and public safety and prevent damage to buried facilities  
4. Use of the equipment complies with state laws and/or local ordinances 

 
This case study focuses on the first two directives because they pertain to both hydrovac technology and 
operator training, which go hand in hand in achieving our goal of minimizing utility damages. 
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First, however, it is important to understand what equipment is involved in  the majority of the utility 
damages across the country. Figure 12 below comes from CGA’s 2017 DIRT Report (Figure 14 in original 
report): 

 

Figure 12  Reported damages by excavator and equipment used in Canada and the U.S., 2017 
 
As one can see, the majority of the damages reported involved the use of backhoes, trenchers, hand 
tools, and drilling equipment. We believe that using hydrovac excavation equipment in conjunction with 
these other tools can significantly reduce utility damages provided certain steps are put into place and 
followed.  
 
Partnership 
A business relationship between hydrovac equipment manufacturers and the companies that provide the 
service is critical. This open line of communication ensures that any future enhancements and 
improvements to next-generation truck designs are properly made.  
 
Coupled with on-going technological enhancements is the need to ensure that operators who run the 
equipment are properly trained. We recommend  that hydrovac excavation service providers put their 
operators through a comprehensive training program not only to learn the inter-workings of the 
equipment and safe digging techniques, but more importantly, to learn to assess job safety site 
conditions and work hazards prior to starting the excavation. Typical hazards may include working around 
overheard electric lines, traffic considerations, fall protection for deeper excavations, etc. Equipment 
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manufacturers should proactively assist their clients in helping to educate the operators on the proper 
use of the equipment. Facility owners expect companies that are digging near their buried infrastructure 
to understand all aspects of safe hydrovac excavation practices, along with state laws pertaining to safe 
excavation and damage prevention. General contractors expect that the equipment is operated by a 
worker trained and experienced in its operation and that at a minimum the following requirements are 
met: 
 

• Workers must operate hydrovac equipment correctly in the utility tolerance zone 

• Operators must have the necessary training 

• Training must be documented 

• Training records must be available for inspection 
 

Technology Achievement and Enhancements  
Keep in mind that hydrovac excavation equipment, if not used properly, can potentially cause damage to 
buried utilities. Over the years and under controlled conditions, tests have been conducted to see how 
different utility types can potentially become damaged. Based on the results of these tests, the following 
key variables should be considered: 
 

1. Digging distance away from utilities 
2. Movement of the wand 
3. Water pressures 
4. Water temperature 
5. Nozzle selection 

 
Typically, the closer to the utility the water wand gets with the end of the nozzle, the greater the chance 
of damaging the utility. For example, a rotating nozzle under high water pressure and temperature can 
potentially cause damage within 1 in. from the utility. On the other hand, a static nozzle under similar 
pressure and temperature can damage a utility as far away as 12 inches from the utility. 
 
To minimize damage, it is very important to maintain a constant movement of the wand head during the 
excavation.  That is why an operator’s understanding of which nozzle to use and the digging technique 
employed when using the equipment are equally critical. Training operators on the proper use of the 
equipment helps ensure a solid understanding of what is required to minimize and eliminate the risk of 
damaging utilities.  
 
Using the right nozzle and digging technique and setting the proper water pressure are critical to ensuring 
a safe work environment when working around buried utilities. Operator knowledge of a facility owner's 
standard operating procedures in and around their utilities is necessary to ensure 100% compliance. 
Many facility owners require water pressure to be set at a certain level when working around their 
utilities. Even though a particular nozzle may work safely at 1,500 psi (according to the manufacturer’s 
specification), if the utility owner’s requirements call for using 1,000–1,200 psi, then the hydrovac 
operator must comply with this directive. Organizations providing the service must follow their 
customer's standard operating procedures or run the risk of being removed from the project. 
 
Water temperature plays a critical role in increasing the risk of damaging utilities. Having the ability to 
increase the water temperature improves the digging efficiency in frozen ground or very difficult soil 
conditions like hard clay or caliche. However, extreme caution must be employed by the operator. Most 
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applications and soil conditions typically dictate using cold water when digging. This should substantially 
reduce any risk of damaging utilities. 
 
Examples   
A rotating nozzle with protective coating (see Figure 13) with adjustable pressures and flow rates using 
cold water lessens the potential of cutting lines. 
   

 
Figure 13: Rotating nozzle 

 

Another job might require the use of a static (triple jet) nozzle body (see Figure 14).  This nozzle is useful 
when cutting into hard soil. However, this nozzle can potentially cut underground utilities if left 
stationery. The operator must ensure that the wand is constantly moving to reduce the chance of cutting 
cable or plastic gas pipe. 

 

 
Figure 14: Static nozzle 

 

Training operators in various digging conditions ensures that the dig wand, dig tube, water pressures, and 
temperature work in concert with one another. The objective is to be able to see the utilities before 
getting close to them. As a precautionary measure, we recommend using nozzles and dig tubes that are 
protected, which will prevent operators from inadvertently scratching the cable or plastic coatings on 
electric, gas, and fiber-optic utilities (see Figures 15 and 16). We  recommend that attachments with steel 
dig wands or dig tubes be avoided because they can potentially increase scratching or cutting of the cable 
or plastic gas line (see Figure 17). 
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Figure 15: Protected nozzle cover               Figure 16: Protective dig tube attachment 

 

 
Figure 17: Steel-edged dig tube 

 

1.5 Mile Slot Trench to Locate Known and Unknown Utilities 

Task 

An electrical contractor was hired to install a new electrical duct bank to bring additional power to a new 

terminal being built at LAX.   

The duct bank dimensions were approximately 30 inches wide by 6 inches deep by 1.5 miles long. The 

cost estimate for this phase of the project was approximately $50 million. Because the construction 

occurred adjacent to an active airport and the owner was concerned about potential damages, Badger 

Daylighting’s operators worked safely to avoid damaging existing electric, gas, and fiber-optic lines 

feeding the airport’s service. 
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Figure 18:  Badger hydrovac truck excavating a 

6-inch wide by 6-feet deep x 1.5-mile slot trench 

to locate all marked and unmarked utilities.   

Figure 19:  Electrical contractor excavating a 

larger 3-feet wide by 6-feet deep electrical duct 

bank trench with a standard backhoe. 

Challenges   

1. Extreme congestion with traffic throughout the day affected the operator’s ability to work safely 

in the middle of the street. 

2. Site hazards included low-hanging overhead electrical lines adjacent to the transportation 

corridor. 

3. Known and unknown utilities existed in the construction area.  

4. Soil conditions were Type C sand, causing concerns for sloping. 

Solution 

• Conduct Daily FLRA—Field level risk assessment and safe work procedures allowed the hydrovac 

excavation company to complete the project without incident. 

• Safe Excavation—To ensure that all marked and unknown utilities were identified rather than 

employing a pothole strategy to verify and locate utilities, a slot trench technique was 

implemented. The dimensions of the slot trench were 6-inches wide by 6-feet by the length of 

the duct bank. Average daily production ranged from 100 ft to 120 feet per day depending on soil 

conditions.  

• Purpose Built Equipment—During the excavation, the hydrovac excavator found many utilities 

that were not properly identified. By using rotating nozzles and controlling the water pressure 

and temperature, all the utilities along the duct bank's trench line were safely exposed while 

maintaining the integrity of the sandy trench line.  
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• Improved Project Safety and Productivity—Because all utilities were properly identified, the 

electrical contractor’s backhoe operator was able to dig the larger duct bank with confidence, 

allowing the contractor to complete the project 2 months ahead of schedule. 

Conclusion and Next Steps 

According to CGA’s Best Practice 15 #5-32, vacuum excavation is an appropriate method of excavating 

safely around underground facilities within the tolerance zone. CGA’s 2017 Dirt Report indicates that the 

majority of damages to underground utilities are caused by backhoes, trenchers, hand tools, and drilling 

equipment. Utilizing properly designed hydrovac equipment with properly trained operators while 

adhering to state laws and facility owner's operating requirements will substantially reduce the amount of 

damages being reported.  

Manufacturers of hydrovac equipment should communicate with their clients regarding the importance 

of properly operating their equipment while being safe. In turn, organizations that are using this service 

and equipment are responsible for ensuring that personnel operating the equipment have completed a 

comprehensive training program and understand and can implement all elements of safe dig practices in 

the field. 

In summary, by taking the time to assess all existing job hazards in advance of starting an excavation 

project and by properly using hydrovac excavation equipment in conjunction with other types of 

excavation equipment and hand tools, a job will be completed safely and result in zero damage to existing 

underground utilities. 
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Case Study 3: Seattle Sound Transit Light Rail Project Utilizes IoT Solution to Mark and 

Manage Underground Utilities—Smart Marking Helps Prevent Costly Utility Damages and 

Improves Asset Management 
 

Case Study From:   Berntsen International, Inc. - InfraMarker 

Contact Name:   Kari Campbell 

Contact Email:   kcampbell@bernsten.com 

Area of Technology:   GPS, Excavation, Locating Devices, Site Management   

Level of Production:   Green 

 

Introduction 

In the 21st century, decades-old paper 

maps and antiquated methods of locating 

and managing underground infrastructure 

are being replaced by digital technologies.  

The convergence of Radio Frequency 

Indication (RFID), mobile apps, and the 

cloud have sparked the development of 

“smart” marking solutions that bring the 

benefits of the Internet of Things (IoT) to 

underground assets. This comes at a time 

when new approaches are needed to 

accurately mark, manage, and protect 

underground assets and ensure public 

safety.  

The Seattle Sound Transit Light Rail project is an estimated 

$50+ billion, multi-phase, 58-mile transit project that will give 

riders fast, frequent, and reliable connection across the state 

of Washington. The multi-phase project is scheduled for 

completion in 2035. In 2016, an Engineering News Record 

(ENR) top 10 engineering contractor was selected as the 

general contractor and construction manager for phase one 

of the project, known as E130 East Link. Phase one is a 7-mile 

section running from Seattle to South Bellevue. An ambitious 

target completion date of 2023 drove the contractor firm to 

identify best-practice examples and subcontractors for their 

infrastructure asset management operations.  

 
Figure 21:  E360 project Seattle Sound 

Transit. Looking west at downtown Bellevue 

from the new East Link bridge over I-405.   

Figure 20: Seattle Sound Light Rail 

https://www.soundtransit.org/blog/platform/east-link-light-rail-line-

already-transforming-eastside-skyline 
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Problem 

The challenge of the project in the early stage was to safely find and mark the location of existing 

underground utility lines within the new rail corridor prior to the reconstruction work to avoid damaging 

utility assets and causing project delays. For a project of this size and duration, accurately marking and 

then digitally capturing location-based infrastructure is especially essential due to an ongoing need for 

asset relocation throughout the lifecycle of the project. 

Affordable and reliable infrastructure is critical to our economy and way of life. New approaches and 

technologies to accurately mark, identify, and manage subsurface and overhead utility assets more 

effectively reduce damage to infrastructure and improve resiliency. 

The use of InfraMarker® RFID smart marking technology by the contractor’s subcontractor addressed 

many project difficulties of locating and managing numerous underground utility assets in an urban 

setting.  

Solution 

Berntsen’s InfraMarker solution combines RFID-enabled magnetic tags, UHF (Ultra High Frequency) 

readers, cloud data management services, and geo-locating software to mark, locate, and manage 

underground assets. Built to support all subsurface systems such as gas, electric, sewer, water, fiber-

optic, and cable, or virtually any kind of facility asset, the InfraMarker system offers a unique solution to 

underground and above-ground asset management. The simplicity and accuracy of InfraMarker provides 

the contracting firm with an innovative technology approach that builds on standardized practices for 

locating and marking underground utilities throughout the company. With the connectivity of 

InfraMarker, digitally capturing and sharing project information on specific utility assets allows the 

information to be easily accessible to field operations and asset management personnel.  

Using pot-holing equipment and then placing 

InfraMarker RFID markers at key location points, 

project workers were able to protect against asset 

damage by exposing utilities. Important attribute 

information was collected and stored within 

InfraMarker’s configurable mobile software application, 

including asset information such as utility type, depth, 

size, date located, contractor, field tech, and location 

methodology. Locations were quickly documented with 

images captured from a mobile phone and then stored 

and associated with each asset record. InfraMarker’s 

ease-of-use enabled the work crew to adopt the 

technology and utilize the product as a connected 

infrastructure solution.  

 

 

 

FIGURE 22: A technician installing InfraMarker writes a 

tag to ID the exact location of utilities 
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Conclusion 

New smart and connected technologies are improving lives, business, and society across many different 

industries. RFID is quickly becoming the serial number of the Internet of Things. RFID can be read above 

and below ground, placed on almost any asset, read with standard RFID readers, and generally turn any 

“thing” into a common serial number that can be used in many systems. A smart city depends on a 

connected infrastructure. RFID tags can provide that bridge between the physical assets and the cloud-

managed infrastructure. The application of InfraMarker technology to projects involving underground 

infrastructure offers substantial benefits 

including improved safety, asset location 

accuracy, improved project productivity, and 

management. Engineering and contracting firms 

can bring significant ROI and long-term benefits 

to their projects and clients with the deployment 

of connected marking solutions. 
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Case Study 4: Achieving Horizontal Directional Drilling Productivity with HDD Planning 

Tools 
 

Case Study From:   Vermeer 

Contact Name:   Kipp Ulferts 

Contact Email:   kulferts@vermeer.com 

Area of Technology:   GPS, Utility Mapping, Cross-Bore Avoidance, Trenchless, As-Built Sharing 

Level of Production:   Green  

 

Case Study: Pinnacle Construction & Directional Boring, Inc.’s experience with HDD planning tools 

Since starting the business in 2001, Erik Carlson, owner of Pinnacle Construction & Directional Boring, 

Inc., (Pinnacle Construction) believed bore planning was the most vital part of his company’s reputation 

and long-term success. 

In Pinnacle Construction’s early years, Carlson used Vermeer Atlas Bore Planner computer software to 

help plan and design bores. Although he thought it was a useful program, he said today’s productivity 

tools have added features that can help make it more convenient to use.  

Pinnacle Construction now uses Vermeer Projects to help plan, map, and document as-built bore profile 

information on almost every high-profile bore they do. He said the software program has helped his team 

be more professional and responsive to the needs of the company’s utility customers.  

“We used to have to take a measuring wheel out to a jobsite to plot utilities,” Carlson explained. “Now 

with the Vermeer Projects productivity tool, we can map a bore and mark existing utilities and obstacles 

using a smartphone and a 6.6-foot (2-meter) stick. We usually capture three GPS positions for each 

utility—one to the left, one where we will intersect, and one to the right. This can be more efficient and 

more accurate than other methods.” 

Back in the office, Carlson can open and review the collected GPS data in Vermeer Projects. He usually 

labels each utility and identifies who owns it, the utility’s size, and pertinent elevation information. He 

then adds bore details, including the type and size of pipe being installed, what directional drill will be 

performing the bore, and setback requirements. Next, he lays out the floor of the bore, shows the 

utilities, and establishes entry and exit locations. Carlson also pulls soil conditions from the USGS site to 

help calculate drilling fluid requirements and help determine if the pipe they are installing will be able to 

support the static load after it has been installed.  

After the planning work is completed, Carlson generates a report, combines it with other project 

document, and sends it off to the engineer on the job, who uploads everything for the DOT to review. If 

the DOT has any concerns, Carlson can make adjustments in Vermeer Projects and then resubmit it for 

approval.  

Once a bore plan has been approved, Carlson can then give the information to the drill crew working on 

the project. Some of his operators prefer a printout with rod-by-rod information while others choose to 
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load an electronic file into the Vermeer BoreAssist app loaded onto their DCI DigiTrak Aurora display. 

Coupled with Log-While-Drilling (LWD) and a DCI Falcon F5 locating system, the operator can compare 

LWD data to the plan loaded in the BoreAssist app. The operator can then follow the rod-by-rod plan to 

complete the bore. The locator operator can send logging points from the Falcon F5 back to the Aurora 

display for logging as-built bore profile information. Once the job is done, the as-built data can be 

uploaded into Vermeer Projects to be merged and shared with the customer.  

 

Charleston Airport Fiber-Optic Relocation Project 

Pinnacle Construction’s thorough planning process earned the team an invitation to bid on a major fiber-

optic relocation project at the Charleston Airport. After winning the job, the team reviewed all of their 

standard planning steps, as well as a few extras. “We laid out the utilities, brought in a private locator to 

verify utilities that were not publicly operated, used GPR to confirm locations under the main airport 

vehicle access road, used GPS to plot our course, and then plugged all the information into Vermeer 

Projects,” said Carlson. “Everything had to be accurate because the whole project was going to happen 

during regular airport operations, and an accidental utility strike could have caused major issues for the 

airport, airlines, and travelers.”  

 

Figure 23: Bore plan aerial and side view for the 285-foot (86.9-meter) shot 

The most challenging shot on the nearly 2,500-foot (762-meter) project was the 285-foot (86.9-m) bore 

that started outside of the airport and ended 60 feet (18.3 meters) inside of the terminal’s basement—12 

feet (3.7 meters) below grade through a 20-inch (50.8-centimeter) hole located 48 inches (120.9 

centimeters) off of the floor of the baggage handling area. From there, the crew pulled back four 4-inch 

(10.2-centimeter) conduits.  

The bore required them to navigate around the airport’s firefighting water system and to drill between 

vertical supports 11 feet (3.4 meters) below the floor of the active baggage claim area. Carlson said it was 

a first for him and his team. “We had to hit the hole blind because of where it was located,” he explained. 

“The professional surveyor we hired to stake and map the job provided topography and aided with 

determining the path and exit target points. We also hired a sweeping company to keep the runway and 

taxiway areas clean, and a vacuum service company to run piping from outside the airport to the exit 

point because we couldn’t get a vacuum excavator near there. All of this planning that we did beforehand 

was the reason we were successful.”  
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Figure 24: The bore’s cored exit pit located in the airport’s baggage handling area 

A representative from Digital Control Incorporated (DCI) was onsite to help track the bore’s progress and 

to accurately locate the drill’s sonde through all of the rebar and concrete. The team used a DCI SubK 

rebar sonde model. Carlson said his locating team used its Falcon F5 locator to record the GPS location of 

the bores and mark utilities so that they could provide the airport with an accurate as-built bore profile 

after the job was complete.  

 

Figure 25: Locating crews tracking the sonde across the airport curbside drop-off lane during the pilot bore 

The 285-foot (86.9-meter) pilot bore took the crew about five hours to complete; longer than usual but 

the team worked slowly so that everything would go according to plan. On hand to witness the drill head 

exiting the 20-inch (50.8-centimeter) hole was the airport’s director of operations, IT supervisor, IT 
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manager, and several other dignitaries. Pinnacle Construction’s team hit the hole—dead center. Carlson 

said he couldn’t have been any prouder of this team and everyone he recruited to help with the job.  

 

Figure 26: Crews shut off the mud pump one rod ahead of existing the bore hole to minimize disruptions. 

They had to drill slowly so that the drill head did not overheat. 

 

A commitment to planning and incorporating bore-planning tools helped Pinnacle Construction complete 

this challenging project.  
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Case Study 5: Hammerhead: Same Path Technology—Gas-Line Slitting Becomes a 

Preferred Replacement Method to Safely, Efficiently, and Economically Replace Natural 

Gas Distribution Lines in a Coastal California Resort Community 
 

Case Study From:    Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) & HammerHead Trenchless 

Contact Name:   Alan Goodman 

Contact Email:   AGoodman@HHTrenchless.com 

Area of Technology:   Same Path Technology—Pipe Replacement 

Level of Production:   Green 

Figure 27:  The pipe slitting method employs specialized tooling paired with a precision-controlled cable 

winch requiring minimal excavation to replace existing plastic service lines and mains 

 

The pipe-slitting method uses trenchless technology to replace existing plastic service lines and mains 

with same size or larger diameter HDPE pipe while greatly reducing excavation costs and minimizing risks 

associated with traditional replacement methods. Gas-line slitting is a refinement of the pipe-slitting 

process that uses Same Path™ Technology from HammerHead Trenchless. Specialized tooling is pulled 
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through an existing pipe with a precision-controlled cable winch, splitting it and simultaneously pulling 

new pipe into its place. The minimal amount of digging and manageable amount of equipment and labor 

required often make gas-line slitting more economical, more environmentally friendly, and more efficient 

compared to other pipe replacement and installation methods such as open-trenching or HDD. Because 

the new pipe is installed in the existing path of the host pipe, the slitting technique also reduces risk and 

provides an effective solution in conditions in which digging is not viable.  

The use of the pipe-slitting method allowed Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) to replace existing 

gas line services and mains for the coastline city of Half Moon Bay, Calif., one of the largest undertakings 

of its kind in 2017. By employing trenchless technology, the company obtained permits it might not 

otherwise have been allowed in one of the world’s most restrictive environmentally regulated 

jurisdictions.  

Figure 28: Pipe-slitting tooling is pulled through the existing pipe, splitting it into uniform strips as new 

pipe is simultaneously drawn into place 

 

When a pipeline is replaced, it is slit into multiple pieces to show that the pipeline is no longer in use. This 

addresses legacy issues. In addition, pipe-slitting eliminates the need for any potential new easement 

requirements because the new pipeline is installed in the same location as the old one.  
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This project demonstrated how the pipe-slitting method offered greater safety, lower environmental 

impact, and significantly lower unit cost than either retrenching or horizontal directional drilling. Some of 

the early cost comparisons showed approximate reductions of 40% in unit cost compared with open cut 

and 25% in unit cost compared to HDD. With reduced excavations using Same Path™ Technology, both 

utilities and contractors can benefit in a reduction of utility damages using the slitting method. 

 

Figure 29: The installation follows the same path as existing pipe lessening risk to surrounding utilities, 

reducing excavation costs and lowering environmental impact. 

 

 


